3.5 million emails are sent every second. It only takes one to bring down your business.

Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365 uses advanced heuristics, sandboxing, machine learning and other next-generation technologies to protect email from ransomware, malicious attachments, spam, phishing, business e-mail compromise (BEC) and unknown threats. Like Microsoft Office 365 it’s hosted in the cloud. And like all Kaspersky Lab solutions it’s built on the world’s most tested, most awarded security. Keep communications flowing and cyberthreats out with Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365.

Increase productivity & reduce threats with next-generation spam protection

50% of emails sent are spam. Reduce the time, resources and risks associated with spam by stopping it before it gets through. Kaspersky Lab’s next-generation spam detection and analysis is powered by machine learning and real-time, cloud-based intelligence from Kaspersky Security Network.

Data protection, integrity and control

No need for privacy worries. Right from set-up, administrators choose the data center assigned for mail processing. Kaspersky Lab does not store the customers’ email – suspicious email is placed inside an admin-only folder within the user’s Office 365 mailbox. Only the administrator can see or access this folder via the Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365 management console.

Anti-malware protection powered by the cloud

99% of malware is sent via email or web server and 66% is installed via malicious attachments. Prevent evolving email attacks while blocking unknown and zero-day malware lurking inside Word, Excel, PowerPoint and other application files.

Reduce false positives – no more disappearing mails

Many users have issues with legitimate mail being mistaken for spam. With lower false positives and administrator control over what happens to suspicious mail, Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365 significantly reduces the chances of this happening. Deleted mails are placed in backups and can be searched for and restored – no more ‘disappearing mails.’

Stop ransomware, phishing and other advanced threats

A business is attacked by ransomware every 40 seconds and email phishing is a popular vector for launching these attacks. 78% of users say they understand the risks of unknown mails – yet one-in-two still click. Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365 uses sandboxes and machine learning to filter out threats before user can make a mistake.

Easy to use, cost effective

Intuitive, easy-to-use interface means there’s no need for additional staff training. A single management console takes care of everything, and provides a single view of detected threats and statistics. Single, easy-to-use policy enables immediate protection. There’s no need to invest in additional infrastructure or install a distributive to get started.

---

1 In 2016, Kaspersky Lab products participated in 78 independent tests and reviews. Our products were awarded 55 first places and 70 top three finishes. [https://www.kaspersky.co.uk/top3](https://www.kaspersky.co.uk/top3)
2 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report 2017
4 Friedrich-Alexander Universitat: “FAU Researchers investigate user behaviour when unknown messages are received online.”
Next-generation technologies

Powered by Kaspersky Security Network

Reputation filtering and anti-phishing powered by threat data on the latest spam threats from Kaspersky Security Network. Scan traffic in near real time to detect, block and delete the latest threats, including ransomware and zero-day attacks.

Heuristics & machine learning

Heuristics-based automatic detection system ensures even unknown malware is detected. Machine learning enables rapid detection of execution sequences indicative of attack. Combined with sandbox logs, this ensures new detection indicators are constantly being honed – ensuring optimum protection from the latest threats but also minimizing false positives.

Try it for free at cloud.kaspersky.com

Even better together

Kaspersky Business Hub – a single console to manage your company’s protection. Intuitive interface, simple management and superior protection for different devices and productivity tools – managed from a single place.

The following products are managed from Kaspersky Business Hub:
- Kaspersky Endpoint Security Cloud
- Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365

Kaspersky Security for Microsoft Office 365 features
- Centralized management
- Easy-to-use policy
- Threat dashboard for insights and reports
- Delete unwanted attachments
- True type recognition – accurately recognize file type, regardless of extension
- Anti-spam, anti-malware, anti-phishing
- No need for additional infrastructure